
NEW Stitches BOOK!

stitches volume three
The third volume in my larger than life

Stitches series is at the printer!

These books really are larger than life

with their full page easy to read 

diagrams.  Volume Three has 280+ stitches!  

Retail price is $50.00.  

Diagrams are arranged alphabetically by stitch

type including:  Diagonal Stitches, Straight

Stitches, Crossed and Tied Stitches, Eye

Stitches, Darning Patterns, Laid Fillings, Black-

work Patterns and Decorative Stitches.

There is also an alphabetical index of all

stitches for easy reference.

Preorder and pay for your book or books now and

we will give you an $10.00 shipping credit!  That’s a

huge savings for you as these books weigh in at 3

lbs each!  Yes, this offer extends to Stitches Volume

One and Two in addition to the Backgrounds book.

Now is the time to stock your bookshelves.  Re-

duced Shipping offer ends June 15th.

For inquiring minds who want to know, there will

be an iphone/ipad app.  I do not plan to offer a

CD at this time.

I really do wonder
where time goes.  I
know I get a lot done.
You are all very good at
reminding me of my 
accomplishments and I
appreciate that, but 
really where does the
time go?

It’s been almost two full years
since I published my backgrounds
book.  Five years since it was origi-
nally created as a CD.  The first
two Stitches books are three years
old with their CD counterparts
being over six years old.  Where
does the time go?

As I write this, Stitches Volume
Three is at the printer.  The fifth
geisha is sitting in my office wait-
ing for Kreinik to arrive so that I
can ship her to all of you who are
waiting.  Mermaid lesson #2 is
complete, packed and ready to roll
and I am well on my way with les-
son #1 of the Christmas Mystery
with a Twist.  Woo Hoo!  These are
just the things that I am able to
tell you about.  One can only imag-
ine what else is in my scary little
mind that is too new to share.  

Stay tuned, you will be the first to
know.

xo

Ruth Schmuff, Owner

June 2013
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how do these 

mystery classes work?
I know, it’s confusing.  What exactly is

a mystery class?  A mystery class is

just like a mystery in a book;  it un-

folds in chapters.  With each chapter

more of the mystery (how are we

going to stitch this canvas) is re-

vealed?

We meet pretty much every other

Sunday afternoon (unless the class-

room is booked with another teacher)

and review the twists, turns and fun

of the current lesson.  Class is from 1

to 3 pm.  Can’t join us in person?  No

problem, we will ship to you.  The in-

structions have full color photos of

the canvas stitched to date along with

complete instructions and diagrams.  

I also post lots of pictures on my blog

www.NotYourGrandmother’sNeedle-

point.com the Sunday evening after

class.  

And so that you don’t feel left out

missing the in class shenanigans

we set up a online stitching group

at www.stitcherie.com.  There is a

discussion for each class!

Aquamarine is the perfect summer

mystery. She’s smaller than our previ-

ous projects and due to holidays,

she’s spaced out with extra weeks

between lessons so you have more

time to stitch along.  Our first les-

son was all about the background.

I wanted to create a watery back-

ground that was different from the

usual waves and scallops.  We cre-

ated bubbles!  Not only are they

watery, but they mimic the pat-

tern in her tail.  She floats magi-

cally between them as they

dissipate toward the top of the

canvas.  My bubbles are evenly spaced at

the bottom but about 2/3 of the way through the canvas become random!

You know I love that.  Spacing the stitches out and letting them be random

created a sense of movement on the canvas.  

Lesson number two is tomorrow.  Wait until you see what happens next.  

Va Va Va Voom!

Want to join 

the party?

It’s not too late.  We have more
canvases arriving in about 2

weeks.  Give us a call and we’ll
send you everything you need to
get you caught up.  Canvas, stitch
guide(s), threads etc. From then

you will be in the queue and
we’ll send your future lessons

with the group.

Mystery classes
aquamarine mermaid



why this works
This dynamic duo came in to play

when I stitched the Deco Cat.  I

needed something round to

mimic the roundness of his

chubby cheeks.  I used Balloon

Satin Variation for his foreleg.  It

creates big round circular shapes

that form a strong vertical line up

his leg.

Then I needed something to com-

plement that stitch that would

angle back in space to create his

side and other front leg.  

A match made in stitchy Heaven.

Stitch of the month
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Balloon Satin Variation

Unexpected Pairs

I love Balloon Satin and all it’s variations.  It’s a nice round stitch that can ei-

ther be an all over pattern of roundness, or can be stripes of connecting

round dots.  The only bad thing about it is that it really does flow up and

down or side to side.  

Sometimes a girl needs a diagonal.  So..... what to pair with Balloon Satin

that isn’t so straight?  Diagonal Scotch or Reverse Diagonal Scotch to the

rescue! If you turn Balloon Satin on a 45o angle you get a stitch that is

roughly the size and shape of Diagonal Scotch.  Pretty cool.  

Reverse Diagonal Scotch
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Row of Ladies by Lee  
The Row of Ladies by Lee is our current

Mystery With a Twist.  This is a study in fash-

ion.  All the ladies are so pretty in their

gowns.  Lots of fun details to bring to life.   

The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $110

plus $15 per lesson and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.

Canvas design area is 10 x 16 handpainted on 18ct mono.  You will need 14 x 20 stretcher bars.

looking for something with a slower pace? 

TRy a mystery with a twist class
We also offer Mystery With a Twist projects.  These work just like the regular Mystery Classes except you don’t really

know when the next lesson is coming.  I fit these in between the regular mysteries.  The lessons are about 3 months

apart.  You have time to stitch the lesson, but still work on your other projects.  There are no in-person lessons.  Every-

one is an outpatient for this class.  

With each lesson you receive the next part of the stitchguide ($15 fee) plus the necessary threads, beads etc.  

All the other fun details of our mystery classes will remain the same. We will post close up pictures to the blog and 

continue to maintain our discussion group for the mystery on stitcherie so the only real change is the time frame. 

Join us for a Mystery with a Twist or a
Holiday Mystery with a Twist!

What’s the next mystery?   

blue moon by zecca
This has long been a favorite canvas of ours so it is time to make it a mystery and have a

great time stitching it!  Classes will be July 14,  August 4 and 25 and September 8. Sunday af-

ternoons from 1-3pm.  The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $187 plus $15 per

lesson and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.

Canvas design area is 11.25 x 11.5 handpainted on 18ct.  You will need 16 x 16 stretcher bars.



notyourgrandmothersneedlepoint.com
Here’s where you can check out all the latest in the shop, in

my wholesale line available at shops nationwide and simply

in my mind.  Yes, it’s a scary place sometimes.  Way too many

ideas are floating around up there.

Are you looking for a community of stitchers where

you can post and ask questions about needlework re-

lated things?  Why not visit us on www.Stitcherie.com;

it’s a fun and supportive group!  We have dedicated chat

groups over there for the mystery classes - great for

encouragement and keeping up.  The cyberclasses will

soon be hosted there too.
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NEW! - Holiday Mystery with a twist

christmas village by melissa shirley
It was suggested that many of you would like to take a Holiday Mystery Class but

just don’t have the time at the end of the year.  Why not start a Holiday Mystery

With a Twist Class?  

The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $305 plus $15 per lesson and the

price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.  As a special holiday gift

we will give 20% off on this canvas making it $244.00.

Canvas design area is 20 x 8.5 handpainted on 18ct mono.  You will need 26 x 14

stretcher bars.

We plan on starting this mystery shortly with 7 to 8 lessons at approximately 3

month intervals.

Why not join us for a Mystery

Makeup Day

We all love to start projects, but

then life gets in the way and sud-

denly there are so many WIPS

that we don't know what to do

first.  Let's have a stitch-in and

see if we can't get rolling again.

Bring any Mystery Class project

that you need a little extra help

on, or want a push to get fin-

ished, and spend the day stitching

in our classroom.  I'll be there to

help you review whatever you

need.  We'll have lunch and simply

have a fun girls day.

The next Mystery Make Up Date

will be: Saturday, June 8, 11-4

Fee is $45/day and includes lunch.

Please register early to reserve

your space.  

Mystery 
makeup lessons
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Here’s a few of our favorite things

what’s new?

Swan Goddess
by Laurel Burch

14” x 12” on 18ct
canvas $252.00

Silly Santa
by ruth schmuff
11.75” x 16.25” 

on 18ct
canvas $233.00

Christmas Birds
by DC Designs
8” x 8” on 13ct
canvas $58.00

Keep Calm and Needle-
point

by Unique NZ Designs
11” x 8” on 13ct

canvas $77.00
available in red or blue

Dublin Floor Lamp
Electric and Battery

power! with magnifier
$124.00

Midnight Owl
by Sandra Vargas

8.5” x 7.25” on 18ct
canvas with guide $123.00

threads $71.50

Silly Witch
by ruth schmuff
11.75” x 16.25” 

on 18ct
canvas $225.00

Camouflaged Tiger
by dede
on 18ct

canvas $180.00

dede originals - trunkshow!

What a fun trunkshow this will be.  dede’s line is huge and varied.  There is 

certain to be something for everyone.  Stop in June 5th through June
25th to see all the gorgeous canvases.  As with all our trunkshows purchase

a trunkshow canvas or order one during the event and receive a 20% dis-

count!



Other clubs to consider
Shown at right are the Crazy Patch Boo-nanza by EyeCandy Needleart, Kelly

Clark’s Tremendous Trees and Hoot!  Hoot! by EyeCandy Needleart.  

Call the shop at 410.296.0405 or visit www.BedeckedandBeadazzled. com.  Click

on clubs to see all the clubs and to sign up!

Club rules

1. You can sign up for a club at

anytime. Your first shipment will

go out on the 10th of the month

following your sign up.

2. We will take a deposit equal to

the cost of the canvas/guide in

your first shipment. This deposit

will be applied to your final ship-

ment of the club.

3. There is a complete

thread/bead/crystal/embellishment

kit available for the club at an ad-

ditional charge. It includes all

threads/beads etc to stitch the

entire series. It is sent with the

first club shipment if desired.  A

50% deposit will be taken at sign

up for those desiring the thread

kit.

4. Now, for the cool part. There

are freebies - gifts for joining the

club! Each club has it's own gifts.

What’s not to love about monthly clubs?  A fun

package of needlepoint goodies all colorful and

sparkly delivered directly to your door.  

How cute are these firecrackers?  Designed by

Kelly Clark they stitch up double quick to cre-

ate a festive patriotic display. Our brand new

club starts August 2013.  Register now and

each month for seven months you will receive one canvas with

stitchguide.  Price per month $47.00 plus shipping.  On the eighth month you

will receive two firecrackers with the ninth being half price! There is a

thread/bead kit available separately.

Sign up at www.BedeckedandBeadazzled. com.  Click on clubs to view details

of the Stars and Stripes Forever Club and our other fun clubs.
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Monthly Clubs!

CLASSES with visiting teachers 

May 20 & 21 - Julia snyder
Julia Snyder will be here July 20th and 21st brim-

ming with ideas to take your canvas to the next

level.  Join us for one or both days.  Select your fa-

vorite canvas and allow Julia to work her magic on

it.  She will select threads and stitches creating a

stitchguide just for you.  

Full details are on our website.  Go to classes and then Visiting Teachers to

view all the details.  Spaces are filling fast!  Call us to reserve your spot.


